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Patient ID:

Gender: woman

Age: 8-year-old

Source of History: Mother, Reliable

NotMarried

Born & live in Tehran

Education: Student



Chief complaint:

Skin Lesion from birth

Refer for LDL-C evaluation

Candidate for liver transplantation



Present illness:

At the birth she had a skin lesion in the back 

At age 4  skin lesions increased in different part of her body

 lipid profil test at age 4 showed hypercholesterolemia

She was initially treated with statin 10 then 20 and 40mg 

After 2 months ezetimibe 10mg and then fenofibrate is added





PMHx

Born from s/c in term

B.W=3.860

Admit in neonate for jaundice 40 days

Her growth &development was normal



FMHx

Mother & father are cousin

she has one brother .his BMI =32.2

maternal grandfather was died at 42 suddenly

Her aunts have hyper lipidemia

Her uncle is esrd



Mother`s lab

BMI= 32.7

Chol=307

LDL-C=182

HDL-C=68

T.G=283



Father`s Lab

BMI=21.7

CHOL=281

LDL=201

HDL=58

T.G=111



brother`s lab 

BMI=32.2

CHOL=217

LDL-C=137

HDL-C=48

TG=161













Lipid profil under treatment of statin, 

ezetimab & clofibrate
شهریور 

98
98دی  اردیبهشت

99
99ابان مرداد 

1400
1400ابان  شهریور 

1401

CHOL 907 788 840 829 809 698 750

LDL-C 793 667 606 464 729 616 666

HDL-C 19 97 99 94 43 55 50

T.G 165 119 184 134 170



The patient treated with PCSK9I  at mehr 1402



1402مرداد 
Before 

evolocomab

1402مهر 
AFTER

EVOLOCOMAB

1402آبان 
AFTER

EVOLOCOMAB

2CHOL 766 797 805

LDL-C 674 506 702

HDL-C 59 63 70

T.G 164 139 165

AST=43 ALT=56 

ALP=266

AST=68 ALT=159 

ALP=510





FH is an overall phenotypic frequency in the population of 1 in 311

FH may affect up to 35 million people worldwide, but only 10% are 

currently diagnosed





screening

LDL-cholesterol concentrations  above 95th percentiles for the population 

should preferably be used to screen for index cases with FH

Selective screening among adults with

a premature ASCVD, 

family history of premature ASCVD and/or hypercholesterolaemi



screening

Children with suspected HoFH (

, with physical stigmata)

, or at risk of FH (both parents known to have FH),

should be tested as early as possible (at the newborn stage or by 2 years of age),

followed by genetic confirmation



screening

. Screening of children at risk of HeFH

LDL-c concentrations at or after the age of 5 years

2 years in those with a strong family history of premature ASCVD





Diagnosis

The most accurate way to diagnose FH is by genetic 

testing

expensive

not universally available

may not capture all pathogenic variants

Diagnosis of FH often relies on phenotypic criteria alone



diagnosis of FH

A diagnosis of HeFH or HoFH should be made, whenever 

possible, using genetic testing  

If genetic testing is not feasible, a clinical diagnosis of FH 

in adults should be made using  recognized phenotypic 

criteria 

A phenotypic diagnosis of FH requires exclusion of, or 

correction for secondary causes of, high LDL-cholesterol





diagnosis of FH in children and 

adolescents highly probable

LDL-c>190 mg/dl

parental history of high LDL-c

, premature ASCVD

or a positive genetic test for FH



a clinical diagnosis of FH in children and 

adolescents probable

LDL-cholesterol >190 mg/dl; even in the absence of a parental  high LDL-c 

or premature ASCVD

LDL-c >160 mg/dl; with a parental history of high LDL or premature ASCVD

LDL-c>135 mg/dl; with a parent having a pathogenic gene variant for FH



clinical diagnosis of phenotypic HoFH children and 

adults

LDL-c >400 mg/dl

physical stigmata tendon or cutaneous xanthomas, arcus cornealis

LDL-c  consistent with HeFH in both parents;







Clinical recommendations on genetic 

testing

all individuals in whom there is a strong suspicion of FH based on clinical 

and/or family history

Genetic testing for FH should be carried out  using of all exons and exon–

intron boundaries of LDLR, APOB, PCSK9 and LDLRAP

If a pathogenic variant is not detected, FH should not be excluded





risk stratification in patients with FH

stratification of the risk of ASCVD in all patients with FH

Use of FH-specific cardiovascular risk calculators (such as the SAFEHEART risk 

equation and the FH Risk Score) should be considered to assess the risk of 

ASCVD in adult patients with HeFH

, Cardiovascular risk calculators developed for the general population 

(such as the Framingham Risk Score, Pooled Cohort Equation, SCORE-2 or 

QRISK-3) should not be used in patients with FH



risk stratification in patients with FH

In children and adolescents with HeFH, CACS, CT coronary angiography 

and current FH risk calculators (such as the SAFEHEART risk equation or FH 

Risk Score) should not be used to assess ASCVD risk

In all patients with HoFH, CT coronary angiography (or cardiac 

catheterization), carotid ultrasonography (or more advanced methods), 

echocardiography and exercise stress testing should be offered, at initial 

diagnosis





treatment of adults with heFH

. All patients should be offered advice on cardiovascular risk factors 
(including smoking, hypertension, obesity, metabolic syndrome and 

diabetes mellitus

lifestyle modifications

After approximately 50% reduction in LDL-c

LDL-c<100 mg/dl in the absence of ASCVD or other major ASCVD risk f

LDL-c<70 mg/dl) with imaging evidence of ASCVD alone or other major 
ASCVD risk f

LDL-cholesterol concentration <55 mg/dl with clinical ASCVD



treatment of adults with heHF

In patients with a recurrent ASCVD event within 2 years whit  statin 
treatment, a lower LDL-cholesterol goal of <40 mg/dl

. Maximally tolerated high-potency statins (such as atorvastatin, 

rosuvastatin or pitavastatin)+_ ezetimibe and/or bempedoic acid 

If LDL goals are not achieved, or bile acid sequestrants such as 

colesevelam

PCSK9-I (monoclonal antibodies or a small interfering RNA (inclisiran



treatment of adults with heHF

In patients with extremely high-risk HeFH (the combination of a 

high-potency statin, ezetimibe and PCSK9-targeted therapy 

should be considered as first-line treatment

Monitoring of therapy with carotid ultrasonography and CT 

coronary angiography

LFT, Cr, glu CK measured before starting drug therapy

LFT monitoring if an increased risk of hepatoxicity)

CK if musculoskeletal symptoms; 

glu or HbA1c     if there are risk factors for diabetes



treatment of children with heHF

Diet & risk factor modification

treatment should be offered at age 8–10 years with an 
LDL-c>190 mg/dl

aged 8–10 years with an LDL-c>160 mg/dl in the 
presence of multiple ASCVD risk factors or f. hx of 

premature ASCVD

Goal  of <135 mg/dl or ~ 50% reduction  with no 
additional risk

. An LDL-c goal of<100 mg/dl with additional risk factors 
for ASCVD



treatment of children with heHF

, the initial medication of choice should be a statin =1 A

second line:  ezetimibe and bile acid sequestrants =2 B

a PCSK9 inhibitor=3 B

LFT, CK, glu and cr should be monitored as in adults

Growth and adherence to lifestyle management 

medication should be monitored annually





treatment of patients with hoHF

Treatment of HoFH should begin at diagnosis and ideally by the age of 2 

years, with counselling on heart-healthy lifestyles

treatment goals

LDL-c<100 mg/dl) in the absence of ASCVD 

LDL-c<70 mg/dl) with imaging evidence of ASCVD 

alone

LDL-c<55 mg/dlwith a previous ASCVD event



treatment of patients with hoHF

statin with rapid up-titration to maximally tolerated, followed 

within 8 weeks by the addition of ezetimibe and possibly 

colesevelam if tolerated

A PCSK9 i added within a 8 weeks in without biallelic LDLR null 

mutations and continued only after response (≥15% additional 

reduction in LDL-c)

In the highest-risk the combination of a high-potency statin, 

ezetimibe and PCSK9-targeted therapy  strongly considered 

as first-line treatment



the treatment of patients with hoFH

Lipoprotein apheresis should be offered, if feasible, at the age of 3 years 

(and no later than 8 years) when LDL-cholesterol goals are not achieved

In markedly elevated or with rapidly progressive ASCVD, the use of 

lomitapide (a microsomal triglyceride transfer protein inhibitor) or 

evinacumab (an angiopoietin-related protein 3 inhibitor) 

, use of aspirin, use of vaccinations, blood testing protocol for monitoring 

drug safety and potential toxicities, assessment of growth in children and 

pre-pregnancy counselling of adolescent girls



the treatment of patients with hoHF

Liver transplantation should be considered in patients with HoFH

rapidly progressive ASCVD who do not attain LDL-c goals when receiving 

all available treatment, including lipoprotein apheresis

Liver transplantation in HoFH and minimal or stable ASCVD who do not 
attain an LDL-c goal  400 mg/dl children and young  with severe biallelic 

null variants in LDLR





treatment of FH during pregnancy

Pre-pregnancy

educated about the risks of pregnancy

heart-healthy behaviours, including diet, physical activity

. Assessment of ASCVD using imaging in women with HoFH or high-risk HeFH

assessment of lipids levels should not routinely be considered unless for 

changing management, as in women with Hohf



treatment of FH during pregnancy

Bile acid sequestrants 3 months before pregnancy, as 

well as during pregnancy and lactation; 

routine monitoring vitamin K and folate should also be considered

Statins and other systemically absorbed cholesterol-lowering drugs 

should ideally be discontinued 3 months before planned conception 

during pregnancy and lactation.



treatment of FH during pregnancy

In women with HoFH and clinical ASCVD, the continued use of statin 

therapy should be considered; use of statins, ezetimibe, PCSK9 therapies 

should particularly be considered after the first trimester

Lipoprotein apheresis should be continued or initiated during pregnancy in 

HoFH, established ASCVD;





treatment of FH by lipoprotein apheresis

Lipoprotein apheresis

children (aged ≥3 years and <8 years) and adults with HoFH who do not achieve 

LDL-c goals, despite maximally tolerated, combination drug therapy

adults HeFH and progressive ASCVD who do not achieve LDL-c goals despite especially 
those with a lipoprotein(a) ≥60 mg/dl

Onefold to twofold plasma volumes (body weight in kg × 0.045 l) or blood volumes [plasma 
volume/(1 − haematocrit)] should be treated weekly or fortnightly

Plasma exchange requires a smaller extracorporeal blood volume in children with a body 
weight <30 kg



the treatment of FH by lipoprotein apheresis

Continue diet and drug therapy

blood counts should be monitored

supplementation initiated if iron-deficiency anaemia

oral anticoagulants need  be stopped

monitored at least annually by echo or coronary angiography






